































The problem that a student has by an encounter with a patient in mind nursing training
?About the influence that information gives a student?
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I am puzzled over a relation when I meet a patient
in the state that information lacks, and there are a lot
of students who are difficult communication. Plan a pa-
tient and communication without getting information
from a patient’s record after starting for two days, and,
as a result, is about training ; performed questionary
survey. I got an answer of the contents “which there
was uneasiness for communication beforehand be-
cause there was not information” from a result, a stu-
dent of???. The student who had negative feelings
finished a patient image by the information that I got
before meeting a patient, and it was thought that I
planned communication based on the finished patient
image. Therefore I had uneasiness in associating with
a patient in a state without information, and that I
hesitated and planned communication was suggested
by that I could go ahead through conversation by one-
self. Directionality of future training guidance was sug-
gested by this result.
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